Arnbrosius grinned. The trend of his thoughts,
which professionally considered were very shoddy,
pleased him. He turned away and made for his labora-
tory.
In the Chemical Institute reigned the quiet of holiday
time. It was already growing twilight when Ambrosius
arrived. Kranzle, whom he called, remained invisible.
But he was luck)* enough to find the key of the kbora-
tory in the pocket of the dark suit which he had put on,
\rithout thinking, in honour of the legal proceedings.
He turned on the light in the kboratory and strode
wildly up and down a few times. Then he put on his
stained, acid-eaten overall and began his experiment
He took a beaker and threw into it a minute portion of
a white substance which he took from a gkss phial.
He fetched an enormous bottle from a shelf, poured
some of its contents into a second beaker, and stood
them beside each other. He searched the table without
finding immediately what he wanted and so he took a
third beaker and smashed it on the stone floor- He
picked up one of the fragments, and with it scratched
the forefinger of his left hand, just above the first joint.
He stood for a second, gloomily contemplating the little
drop of blood that oo2cd forth. Then he poured first
of all water, then the liquid over the white substance
and, from die gently foaming mixture in the beaker,
arose a smell of bitter almonds. This was the simplest,
the quickest. As painless as a stroke of lightning and of
absolute certainty. . . .
Who may look into the deepest and most secret
recesses of the soul ? Who may understand them, with
all their troubles, their pitiful absurdities, their ridiculous
evasions ? Here was Professor Ambrosius, the chemist,
finished with himself and life, ready and willing to make
a complete change in his organic composition* Tbete
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